Motion reduction and multidimensional denoising in Voltage-sensitive Dye imaging.
Optical Imaging using Voltage-sensitive Dyes is characterized by low fractional changes in fluorescent light intensity upon the application of a stimulus, which leads to slight value differences between pixels on an in-general noisy image sequence. The application of an anisotropic diffusion filtering scheme, in order to contribute to the denoising of the optical images, is proposed as one option to improve its quality and for a better understanding of the physiological processes they represent. We apply an image registration approach to compensate for motion artifacts, such that we do not need to mount a fixed cranial chamber onto the skull. In this work, electrical stimulation to the tibial nerve in a rat model was used to register evoke potentials, imaging the somatosensory cortex of the animal, which was previously stained with the RH1691 dye.